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“At what point then is the approach of danger to be expected? I answer, if it ever reach us, it must 
spring up amongst us. It cannot come from abroad. If destruction be our lot, we must ourselves be its 
author and finisher. As a nation of freemen, we must live through all time, or die by suicide.”

-- Abraham Lincoln, Lyceum Address, January 27th, 1838
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Overview
“Civil Unrest” is a Catalyst campaign to be directed by you: the Game Master (GM). The Catalyst 
manual defines the universe’s general lore and rules. This campaign gives specific characters, 
locations, and plot lines for your players to experience. Ultimately, this is a guide. As the GM, you lead 
players through this world. The details here are suggestions; you and your players tell the story you 
want.

This guide is for a GM, not the players participating. Let them experience the story through gameplay, 
not reading this document. You, however, should read this campaign in its entirety before starting. 
Immerse yourself; understand how characters react to the players. Keep in mind what information 
is appropriate to share with your players. You know the outcomes of decisions and motivations of 
characters; players learn for themselves.

“Civil Unrest” focuses on the Eastern U.S. theater of the Human-Demon war. The players work as 
mercenaries for the area’s two powerful human nations; perhaps favoring one side’s tactics and ethics. 
The group operates out of Washington D.C. and fights across the region. Some of “Civil Unrest” is 
presented as a larger war surrounding the players’ actions (more so than other premade Catalyst 
campaigns). The large-scale battles described are not participated in by the players, but are influenced 
by their choices and actions. You may relay the actions and aftermaths to the players directly (reading 
the text) or indirectly (having in-game characters convey pieces of the story).

The campaign is designed for Catalyst’s recommendation of three to five player characters. Notes are 
given for fights needing to accommodate differing party sizes.

This is a shorter campaign, expected to span around four sessions. The narrative is semi-linear. Each 
chapter offers an exclusive choice to players about which human faction they serve. Players also have 
freedom in how they complete their tasks. “Civil Unrest” is recommended for GMs who are familiar 
with role-playing games, but not necessarily experienced leading campaigns. 

History
The first demonic breach happened nearly one year ago. Their portals opened and monsters invaded 
with reckless abandon. Vicious warriors indiscriminately slaughtered any human they could find with 
little cohesive strategy. Our armed forces repelled the demons and severed the portals’ links. We 
thought victory was certain, but the attack’s real impact was soon understood.

Sickness destroyed the towns visited by demon raiders. Casualties from the Red Death skyrocketed; 
grinding the global economy to a halt. Communications between nations ceased and chaos gripped 
the world. Then, one month ago, the demons returned.

The second attack was vastly different. Our adversaries were no longer undisciplined rabble. True 
armies marched out of new portals. Demon commanders lead their underlings with absolute resolve 
and showed strategical sense on par with top human generals. Protected supply lines connected the 
front lines and portals, ensuring we could no longer wait out sieges. Our soldiers were both physically 
and tactically outclassed. This was no longer a series of unorganized attacks: the Human-Demon War 
had officially begun.

People around the world are desperate for a turnaround in the war. Between plague casualties and 
degraded public support, few leaders or institutions from the old world remain. New nations and 
alliances are forming to combat the horde. Because these factions form along ideological lines, 
conflicts between humans persist. No one agrees on how to defeat the demons or preserve our 
species. It is a definite possibility one faction’s mistakes will doom humanity. Everyone must be vigilant 
their neighbors do not make these mistakes.



DCM assignments are tantamount to suicide for normal soldiers, but the Cascadian agents are 
savants at spec ops. Their squads are tightly knit groups with extremely complimentary skillsets. After 
the lessons learned crossing three thousand miles of demon-infested terrain, DCM logistics and 
support crews can masterfully shuttle agents through hostile zones. Faction leadership respects and 
fears the DCM. They know these soldiers of fortune are the key to winning the Human-Demon War 
and controlling America.

Player Character Creation
Players begin as part of the D.C. Mercenaries, under the leadership of Steve Brown. It is up to the 
individual player whether they came east from Cascadia, joined the group along the way, or signed 
up in D.C. Their relations with America, past or present, are up to them. Encourage intertwined 
backstories between players, particularly after the demon invasion. This promotes the teamwork the 
mercenaries need for success.

The historical events of “Civil Unrest” are known to the group. Current faction borders and attitudes of 
prominent political figures are public knowledge. General Catalyst lore is also known to players. Since 
the campaign’s backdrop is a large war, let players include important battles or other global events into 
their characters’ history. Explain the lore to them while they are spending growth points and deciding 
character details.

Every player starts at level 2. The players are seasoned veterans entrusted with important DCM 
missions. Let them develop their characters together and figure out synergy between skills, veins, 
spells, and abilities. The group should be as close to a self-sufficient unit as leveling restrictions allow.

Mercenaries are issued two weapons of their choice upon joining. Any common firearms (semi-auto 
pistols, assault rifles, etc.) come with two magazines while less common firearms (sniper rifles, 
machine pistols, etc.) are only provided a single magazine. Users of primitive ranged weapons 
(crossbows, throwing knives, etc.) are given 10 rounds of ammunition. DCM uniforms confer no 
protection bonus, but are encouraged for field work. A single radio headset is issued to the group’s 
most charismatic member. Trade tools and personal mementos are not issued by DCM authorities but 
are expected to be carried by operatives. Everyone receives an MRE and canteen for a single day’s 
nourishment.

The team begins at the United States Naval Observatory. Brown has 
setup the DCM headquarters there; capitalizing on the building’s 
America-centric propaganda value and historic importance as a center 
of coordination. Both East Coast factions’ representatives established 
embassies nearby, on Massachusetts Avenue. They come seeking 
fearless mercenaries for important, sometimes discreet, tasks. Players 
have choices regarding which faction they help. Today, Brown has an 
important mission for the group.
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Siege Equipment Captured

The demonic suicide squads in Newark 
had limited effectiveness without long-
range support. Coalition garrisons 
successfully evacuated most of the 
civilian population to New York. General 
Marron protected the operation from 
opportunistic attacks by leftover 
Philadelphia raiders. Explosive trebuchet 
rounds recovered near Newark were 
rapidly reverse-engineered to improve 
Coalition defenses, ensuring fewer 
casualties from future attacks.

Demonic cavalry units synced up with 
their infantry for the Roanoke assault. 
Mounted evokers and illusionists 
managed to flank defending Federation 
forces and disrupt their firing lines. 
Without constant pressure, the spear-
wielding foot soldiers reached the city 
and butchered the front lines. Human 
reinforcements arrived in time to aid the 
retreat, saving many lives, but Roanoke 
still fell into demon hands.

George Washington Forest Ignited

Demon camps in the George Washington Forest evacuated once the fires drew near. The hasty 
decision was made to attack Roanoke without cavalry support. The dug-in Federation troops held out 
against the infantry attack and were in great condition for the cavalry charge later in the day. Fresh 
Federation soldiers arrived after the battle to ensure a demon follow-up could not succeed.

Coalition police forces came under trebuchet fire concurrent with the suicide squads’ gas releases. 
Newark’s garrison was mostly freshly conscripted mages, unable to handle the pressure of a surprise 
attack. Evacuations were ordered with little organization or enforcement. Panicked civilians fell prey to 
demon traps in town and ambushes from veteran guerillas. General Marron discovered and destroyed 
the siege teams, but potential threats to Newark forced a military withdrawal to New York.

Aftermath

Slight territory gains gave the demons a marginal victory for the entire Appalachian Offensive. 
However, maintaining these gains was unsustainable for the demons. Virginia-area demons suffered 
heavy losses of key units at Roanoke. Fully capitalizing on the Newark terror attacks proved difficult 
for the horde. Their casualties at Philadelphia were more severe than commanding officers realized 
and army mobilization was daunting in the face of Marron’s guard. The demons reconsidered their 
East Coast actions; pulling away from many front line outposts. Human scouts easily detected this 
decreased demon activity in the Appalachian regions. The human factions took the opportunity to 
solidify their borders and gear up for their own attacks.  
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Operation Emancipation

Commander-in-Chief Freeman’s voice crackles over the radio. He addresses the players with 
conviction and gratitude for their service to the Southern Federation. After pressing the need for 
secrecy, Freeman tells the group about numerous prisoner camps within D.C. The demons captured 
soldiers and civilians alike, forcing them into bondage. Rather than using the humans for labor, the 
horde is ritualistically killing them. Freeman emphasizes the clear moral imperative the players must 
uphold.

A camp near the shore of the Potomac is packed with humans and, according to a brief Federation 
flyover, poorly guarded. The prisoners should stand a fighting chance once freed from captivity and 
armed. Liberating this large camp should inspire defiance in the struggling humans. With luck, they will 
cripple demon defenses and ease the morning’s attack. Powerful overseers are considered primary 
targets: any demon posing a significant threat to the resistance must be eliminated.

The camp is at the National Mall. A small motorboat is loaned to the players by their Federation 
employers so they can traverse the river. Bags of weapons destined for freed prisoners fill the boat. 
Once darkness cloaks the team, they head towards the park. Fires and some functioning streetlights 
illuminate the area. While docking and scouting the periphery, the players are not noticed by the 
demons. They are at liberty to analyze the area.

Activity is concentrated on the Mall’s western end. Crude holding cells full of people are by the 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial and the Korean War Veterans Memorial. Demon guards are nearby, 
but only two are directly next to each prison cluster. Some prisoners line the Reflecting Pool. They 
are tied up at the western end, awaiting execution by a vicious looking guard sharpening an ornate, 
ceremonial sword. Lording over the whole 
operation is a behemoth of a demon on 
the Lincoln Memorial’s steps. At three-
meters tall and clad in gleaming armor, 
this overseer clearly qualifies as a “primary 
target”.

The distance between monuments 
is difficult to negotiate during a fight. 
The players’ best chance is to split 
up and attempt freeing the survivors 
simultaneously, though separation is 
always risky. Every player is able to carry 
enough weapons to arm one prisoner 
group. Battle begins when any player is 
noticed, which may be when they release 
the captives.
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Battle Notes – National Mall

•	 Opponents
o Demon Overseer
o 2 Slave Masters
o 9 Demon Legionnaires

•	 Terrain
o The Lincoln Memorial is on the western edge of the battlefield, 100 meters from both the 

Vietnam and Korean War Memorial prisoner cell camps
o The camps at the Korean and Vietnam War Memorials form the eastern edge of the 

battlefield’s triangular area and are 150 meters apart
o The Reflecting Pool is 30 meters across, directly between the two War Memorials, and 

70 meters from the Lincoln Memorial
o Trees, cars, scooters, tourist placards, and other objects are scattered around the 

battlefield
•	 Setup

o The overseer and slave masters are in front of the Lincoln Memorial
o 1 legionnaire is by the prisoners by the pool
o The other legionnaires are split between the 2 prison cell camps, but only 2 immediately 

respond to the fight
o The other legionnaires join in after 5 turns, unless the prisoners at a camp near them 

are free
•	 Tactics

o The overseer casts rank 5 Animate on the Lincoln statue as its first action, then hides in 
the memorial building
	Animated Lincoln has vitae capacity 45, vigor capacity 65, speed 4, protection 6, 

melee check 4d6, and does 6 damage per hit
o Slave masters protect their leader

•	 Special
o Freeing the prisoners at a camp requires 2 Interacts
o Most of the prisoners fend off the approaching legionnaires, but any players with 

leadership can control one for the fight
•	 Resolution

o Success: The grateful POWs vow to carry on the human resistance in D.C. They raise a 
fresh American flag over the Lincoln Memorial and head off to rescue other survivors.

o Failure: The players are ritually executed by the angered slavers. Their blood helps stain 
the Reflecting Pool as a permanent reminder of human mortality.

With the last POWs freed and the overseer defeated, the players escape back to the flotilla. Gunfire 
cries out into the night as humanity resumes the fight. Hopefully, they can hold out a few more hours 
for the main army to arrive. DCM command assigns the players as reserve forces for the morning’s 
battle, letting them recover from the mission. Their efforts gain them 100 experience, advancing them 
to level 4.
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Human Prisoner
Strength: 7 Willpower: 6 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 8/-10 Speed: 3
Dexterity: 6 Perception: 7 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 18/-9 Spell Capacity: 2
Fortitude: 6 Charisma: 7 Firearms Check: 1d6 Acrobatics Check: 1d6
Intelligence: 7 Reaction: 7 Melee Check: 1d6 Vein Check: N/A
Weapons (Damage): Fists (1)

Steve Brown
Strength: 6 Willpower: 16 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 42/-14 Speed: 3
Dexterity: 8 Perception: 10 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 72/-12 Spell Capacity: 4
Fortitude: 4 Charisma: 12 Firearms Check: 1d6 Acrobatics Check: 1d6
Intelligence: 15 Reaction: 9 Melee Check: 3d6+3 Vein Check: 2d6
Weapons (Damage): Seeking Dagger (1d6+1; +5 to Attack [8 vigor])
Spells: Reshape(2), Shelter(1)
Abilities: Gouge

U.S. Army Regular
Strength: 8 Willpower: 7 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 10/-11 Speed: 3
Dexterity: 7 Perception: 8 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 22/-11 Spell Capacity: 2
Fortitude: 8 Charisma: 7 Firearms Check: 2d6-1 Acrobatics Check: 1d6
Intelligence: 7 Reaction: 7 Melee Check: 2d6 (+2 on Attack) Vein Check: N/A
Weapons (Damage): Assault Rifle (1d3*3), Utility Knife (1d4+2)
Special: Protection:2 

Demonic Horde

Deimos
Strength: 8 Willpower: 12 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 21/-14 Speed: 3
Dexterity: 6 Perception: 8 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 48/-16 Spell Capacity: 3
Fortitude: 10 Charisma: 11 Firearms Check: 1d6 Acrobatics Check: 2d6
Intelligence: 10 Reaction: 7 Melee Check: 2d6 (+3 on Attack) Vein Check: 3d6
Weapons (Damage): Dagger (1d6+2)
Spells: Daze(3), Demoralize(3), Prey(1)

Demon Legionnaire
Strength: 9 Willpower: 5 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 10/-11 Speed: 2
Dexterity: 4 Perception: 8 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 18/-9 Spell Capacity: 2
Fortitude: 7 Charisma: 5 Firearms Check: 2d6 Acrobatics Check: 1d6
Intelligence: 6 Reaction: 6 Melee Check: 2d6 Vein Check: 1d6
Weapons (Damage): Legionnaire’s Crossbow (1d10), Legionnaire’s Sword(1d8+2)
Abilities: Takedown
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